ENTERPRISE SEARCH REPLACEMENT

Innovate with Cognitive Search

Are you concerned about the looming sunset of your legacy search application, or an acquisition of your vendor? How will you keep up with information discovery requirements from the business?

Attivio can help you address the risk of application uncertainty. The Attivio Cognitive Search Platform was designed to gracefully handle the most complex customer requirements, while achieving the quickest time to value. With a solid leadership status in the search space and an innovative, growing collection of customer solutions, Attivio offers an innovative solution to the challenge of legacy applications.

Modernize with Cognitive Solutions

Moving from a legacy solution to cognitive search is an opportunity to innovate and scale for the changing needs of the business. The Attivio Platform offers:

- **Cognitive capabilities.** The Attivio Platform combines self-learning technologies such as machine learning, natural language processing, and a knowledge graph to create a search and discovery solution at big data scale.

- **Connectors & integrations.** With connectors to 100+ enterprise data sources across 500+ file formats and a full set of API frameworks, Attivio provides complete connectivity for any information source.

- **Best-in-class security.** Attivio’s approach to security mimics the way security works in a database and ensures that users only see the information they have permission to see. Even better, it uses your existing protocols and methods.

You need modern technology and an innovative roadmap so you can create an agile information ecosystem that grows gracefully with your business.

The Attivio Difference

Attivio’s foundational technology powers four unique differentiators.

**BIG DATA SEARCH & DISCOVERY**
Provides immediate visibility into the right information

**SEMANTIC ENRICHMENT**
Automatically discovers the meaning and relationships in your information ecosystem

**DATA UNIFICATION**
Unifies disparate information across silos to deliver unique insights

**AGILE ENTERPRISE PLATFORM**
Secure, scalable foundation for delivering data-driven applications
ACCELERATE TIME TO VALUE

From implementation through ongoing support, Attivio stands by the success of its customer initiatives. With a proud history in search and discovery and a team that is accustomed to working with Fortune 500 clients and mission critical applications, Attivio has the expertise to ease your legacy migration.

Flexible Deployment Options
Attivio offers the deployment option that best fits your environment, so you can get up and running quickly and easily:

• Native Hadoop application
• In your public, private, or hybrid cloud
• Standard Attivio clustering
• Hosted cloud with fully managed services

Optimal Migration Strategies
When upgrading to the Attivio Platform, you can:

• Retain or extend your existing search solution interfaces and maintain continuity
• Connect seamlessly to existing indexed information sources and add new structured and unstructured sources easily, and
• Implement comprehensive security, using your existing protocols and methods.

Attivio’s deeply experienced professional services engineers can train your team quickly, or you can opt for fully managed services. Attivio provides everything you need to accelerate time to value for your search and insight solutions.

Proven Success

Cisco replaced Google Search Appliance with the Attivio Platform to drive search for cisco.com and their corporate intranet. They achieved an improved “search-to-answers” user experience for customers, employees, and partners in more than 90 countries worldwide, driving increased productivity and collaboration.

Citi’s Private Bankers need to quickly access a complete, unified view of their clients. The source information lives in 12 different systems, and Citi’s existing open source search tool could only search each source in succession. Attivio delivered a complete customer 360 solution, with customized access controls that meet national security standards.

National Instruments replaced Microsoft FAST with the Attivio Platform to power its eCommerce, Intranet, and CRM search. With Attivio, engineers and scientists enjoy a genuinely personalized online shopping experience, as they search in their local language to discover the best computer-based products National Instruments has to offer.